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A Note from Nancy
“Our current mission is to continue to explore and develop our association’s diversity and global
awareness through our membership, programming, and leadership. We know we are a stronger
association when we include the richness of our many cultures in our increasingly diverse
community of learners.”

~ Linda Snyder, NATS President
Dear Northwest NATS Members,
Diversity and inclusion are at the core of being a Northwesterner. After all, being a 3rd generation
Northwesterner is pretty rare - most of us came from someplace else, many can count the years
since an English as a Second Language ancestor moved to this continent, and we have all enjoyed
becoming part of something bigger and greater in the NW - a microcosm of the world. Acceptance
of differences is part of our fabric. It is this required embracing of diversity which makes us
special, and the opportunity to do so sets us apart from many regions of NATS.
The NW Region of NATS has been known for some unusual things in our larger organization;
embracing independent teachers in leadership positions, early action to include music theater
and then CCM principles into our pedagogy, and now expanding our focus to immigrants,
veterans, and transgender singers.
In past issues, you have heard about the efforts within NW NATS to work with veterans and
transgender singers. In this issue, I would like to turn your attention even more toward diversity
and how we as professionals in this field can facilitate opportunities for populations who are
lacking cultural and educational opportunities. We can make the difference - we can make this
region and this world a more loving, caring, and musical place. What is your place in this calling?
~ Nancy

News from the Northwest
With the completion of most of the chapter auditions and a few remaining ones scheduled at the
end of this month, the registration for the 2017 NW Regional round of the National Student
Auditions has been opened (http://www.nwnats.org/nsa-singer-application.html), and the
deadline for chapter finalists’ video submissions is March 10th, 2017.
Please note the following additional items for the NW region this year:
* The Advanced Classical singers (ages 22-30) can start at the regional level, regardless of
whether they went through chapter auditions. This means, singers in this category may bypass
the chapter auditions and sing in regionals for the first round.
* We are adding an Adult Avocational category: chapter finalists of this category are welcome to
register for the regional round. They will not advance to the national level as there is no
category for them yet.
* All teachers who enter students are required to serve as adjudicators: teachers will be
assigned an adjudication category and notified by March 14 of which category and how to
adjudicate. Adjudicators will have 10 days to complete their adjudications.
We also welcome members who are not registering students but are interested in volunteering
as adjudicators. If you are interested in volunteering, please let us know!
Again, please encourage your students to enroll for the 2017 auditions. If you have any
questions, feel free to contact Hsin Yi Lin at hsinyilin2010@gmail.com
Hsin Yi Lin, NW Region Auditions Chair

The Tacoma Refugee Choir Project
by Erin Guinup

As media outlets began increasing our awareness of escalating international conflicts last spring,
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These doubts and questions almost stopped me from taking the first step.
Continue reading this article at http://www.nwnats.org/letters-from-members.html

We welcome Erin Guinup eringuinup@gmail.com in the role of Western Washington District
Governor. Our District Governors are available to help you with all things NATS. Erin joins
Kate Egan in Alaska, Melanie Adams in BC, and Marieke Schuurs in Oregon.

21st Century Voice Pedagogy:
New and Improved Tools for Teachers
We will gather together as a community for our always fun and rewarding biennial regional
conference on Oct. 27 - 29, 2017 at a sweet little hotel in downtown Portland. Our planning
team is working behind the scenes, lining-up volunteers and creating the program. Contact
Marieke Schuurs to volunteer – she can tell you about the many opportunities – and visit
nwnats.org to apply to be a presenter at the conference.
Here are a few pictures from our March 2016 NW NATS Conference.

